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Commissioner’s foreword
1.

Australia is fortunate to have a healthy tax system with high levels of voluntary
compliance. Our tax system works on a self-assessment basis, and the vast majority of
Australians and businesses do the right thing by meeting their obligations under the law
without the need for intervention from the Australian Taxation Office (ATO). Most
taxpayers respond well to help and support and the majority lodge and pay their tax on
time (or soon after the due date) with over 95 per cent paid within 90 days.

2.

There are millions of different people and entities that engage with the tax system through
the ATO to meet their obligations. Our clients include 13.4 million individuals, 2.9 million
small businesses, 55,000 tax and BAS agents, 557,000 self-managed superannuation
funds (SMSF), 850,000 trusts, 905,000 employers, 190,000 medium businesses and
1,400 large businesses and superannuation funds.

3.

Taxpayer obligations in Australia can be distilled down to registration, lodgement,
reporting and payment – regardless of entity type – an individual, large company or SMSF.
All taxpayers are required to apply for a Tax File Number (TFN) and the majority need to
lodge an annual tax return. Businesses must also register for an Australian Business
Number (ABN) and lodge regular Business Activity Statements (BAS). The more complex
or large-scale your affairs, the more likely there are to be additional reporting or payment
requirements.

4.

Most individuals and businesses (74 per cent of all entities) use a tax professional to help
them comply with their obligations. 68 per cent of individuals not in business lodge their
annual tax return through a tax agent, 95 per cent of small businesses use an agent for
their annual return and a substantial number also use a BAS agent for their PAYG and
GST obligations. This means tax practitioners – tax and BAS agents, accountants,
lawyers and advisers – have a key role in influencing taxpayer engagement with the
system.

5.

There are a number of other key influencers of taxpayer behaviour and the way they
engage with the tax system including:


ease and costs of compliance



sense of procedural justice and fairness in how the system works



perceptions of other taxpayers’ compliance and how non-compliance is dealt with



trust and confidence in the ATO



social norms



personal beliefs such as fulfilling a sense of duty
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6.



risk appetite and the desire to avoid being caught or being penalised



financial pressure and economic conditions.

The ATO’s goal is to improve engagement with the system by focusing on those drivers
over which we have most control and influence, and those that have the most positive
impact.

7.

Over the last few years, as part of our transformation program Reinventing the ATO, we
have consulted widely and often with the community about the kind of service and
engagement they want with the ATO. The consistent messages from all market segments
has been:


Fix the basics – help me be aware of my obligations and entitlements, minimise red
tape and simplify the information you provide so I can understand it



Foster confidence and trust – give me certainty and let me know when something
isn’t right, and deal with those who are not doing the right thing



Tailor my interactions – make things relevant to me, make them easy to access,
timely, and secure



Help me navigate complexity – give me the right advice at the right time, tailor to my
circumstances so I can get it right, and work across Government so service is
integrated.

8.

In order to meet these expectations, we have implemented a far-reaching and allencompassing program to provide new and improved products and services, and to
change our own culture – all to make the engagement and the experience of the tax
system better.

9.

Our intent is to have services comparable with the best of large organisations with a
diverse client base anywhere in the world. Like these other businesses and international
revenue authorities, we are progressing a digital and data agenda so that we can provide
contemporary, efficient, smart, online services and better targeted enforcement
compliance action.

10.

As part of our holistic approach to engagement, our digital push is complemented by a
refreshed face-to-face strategy. We have opened up new avenues for our clients to
engage and interact with us – showing a friendlier face of the ATO and providing help in
the form of ‘show me how’ sessions for small businesses and agents in both regional and
metropolitan locations. We also continue to conduct our schools and migrant education
programs which help young people and new arrivals learn about and engage with the tax
(and super) system by connecting teachers with resources and expert tax officers. We
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also reach out to those in the community that need help trying and using our services
through pop-up kiosks staffed by field officers.
11.

We continue to lead the cross-government small business ‘Fix-it squads’ comprised of
taxpayers, intermediaries and government (federal and state) representatives who
collaborate to design and implement a better experience. These Fix-it squads look at ‘life
events’ take a whole-of-client approach and consider engagement for a variety of
systems, regulations and government portfolios.

12.

We also have in place a range of channels and forums for taxpayers to voice their
feedback and views about the tax system. For example, our Small Business Consultation
Panel has more than 500 small businesses who are willing to use their practical insights to
help us design an improved experience for others in their market segment. We also have
our ‘Let’s talk’ platform where any member of the community can contribute ideas and
have their say on tax and superannuation topics, and we have an online testing
environment called ‘ATO Beta’ that lets users test and provide feedback on our new digital
offerings.

13.

For those who do not engage with the tax system properly, are not transparent in their
dealings or deliberately do the wrong thing, we take appropriate and tailored action. The
stance and actions we take are based on risk, history and current behaviour. We use a
variety of prompting, detection and deterrence strategies and full compliance enforcement
if and when necessary.

14.

Our approach to the cash and hidden economy is a heightened and deliberate focus on
those businesses operating in the higher risk industries. As with other segments of the
community, we have a range of tools to encourage the right behaviour such as help and
education, reminders, contact calls and visits to provide tailored assistance, through to
reviews and full audits.

15.

We work with influencers in the relevant industries to better understand the way things
work and to leverage our communications. We also look at industry-wide patterns, such
as the usual expenses and earnings and make use of third-party data from financial
institutions, motor vehicle sales, property data, and other lifestyle purchases to help us
identify those who are outliers and potentially doing the wrong thing.

16.

We are doing what we can to improve engagement with the tax system. In our words, we
describe engagement as ‘willing participation’ in the tax system and all of our strategies
are founded on our mission:
to contribute to the social and economic wellbeing of Australians by fostering willing
participation in the tax and superannuation systems
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17.

In all cases, our intention is to encourage taxpayers to positively engage with the tax
system (and the ATO) now and in the future.

18.

The recently announced Black Economy Taskforce provides an opportunity to consider
how we address perennial risks to engagement with the tax system as well as risks for
other areas of regulation across government.

19.

We look forward to working with you to ensure engagement with the system for all
taxpayers is even more effective and efficient into the future.

Chris Jordan AO
Commissioner of Taxation
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Role of the ATO
20.

The Australian Taxation Office (ATO) was established in 1910 and is the government's
principal revenue collection agency. The ATO is also responsible for administering the
goods and services tax (GST) on behalf of the states and territories, governing a range of
programs which result in transfers and benefits back to the community, and administering
major aspects of Australia's superannuation system. The ATO also has custodianship of
the Australian Business Register (ABR).

21.

We aim to be a leading tax and superannuation administration, known for our
contemporary service, expertise and integrity. We are committed to advancing our
strategic direction.

22.

We aim to achieve taxpayer confidence in the tax and superannuation systems by helping
people understand their rights and obligations, improving ease of compliance and
managing non-compliance with the law. The ATO is expected to deliver on commitments
to government, work with other entities and implement new budget measures.

23.

In 2015-16 we collected more than $440 billion in revenue, and paid $10.7 billion in
administered expenses and $97.4 billion in refunds.

How taxpayers engage with the tax and
superannuation systems
24.

The broader environment, including community expectations, has changed rapidly over
the last few decades. We have moved from an era of ATO assessment to taxpayers selfassessment: from an emphasis on audit and correction of the past, to prevention,
education and engagement for future compliance.

25.

The emergence of personal computers, the internet and mobile devices has seen
significant changes to our products and services to make it easier for people to engage
with the tax and superannuation system and reduce the compliance burden of doing so.

26.

An excerpt from our Reinventing the ATO Program blueprint, which includes a summary
of the key changes by audience as well as an overview of the individuals, small business
and intermediaries client experience, is included in Appendix 1.

Individuals
27.

For the majority of taxpayers, their main interactions with the ATO are when they apply for
their TFN, complete their TFN Declaration, when they start with a new employer and then
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when they complete their tax return each year. Individual taxpayers have a choice of
either interacting with the tax and superannuation system directly or through the services
of an agent. In 2014-15, approximately 32 per cent of taxpayers not in business 1 lodged
their own return.
28.

To ensure taxpayers understand their obligations and the tax and superannuation
systems more broadly, we employ a number of initiatives to engage future taxpayers
before joining the tax system. This includes our Schools Education program, Tax, Super +
You (our complete online learning resource for high school teachers) and our Migrant
Education program.

29.

We are currently working to identify gaps in our education and service offerings that
create an awareness of the value of tax and superannuation systems and help drive future
digital engagement with Government.

30.

It is clear that individual clients expect to view and manage their tax and superannuation
affairs online. We are working to provide clients with a fully digital end-to-end experience.

31.

It is now possible for individuals to access a range of tax and superannuation services in
one place, including lodging their tax return and activity statements, and keeping track of
their superannuation quickly and easily via ATO Online services. Our online services are
accessed through myGov.

32.

Over five million individual clients and sole traders have a myGov account linked to the
ATO, which means they also receive more of their correspondence digitally as we send
more types of correspondence to their myGov Inbox (such as their Notice of Assessment
or Statement of Account).

33.

myTax is now available for all individual self-preparers to lodge and amend their returns
from any device, regardless of the complexity of their tax affairs. For this financial year, as
at January 2017, over 3.2 million returns had been lodged via myTax.

34.

myTax pre-fills tax returns with information reported by third parties such as financial
institutions and employers. Pre-filling also enables the identification of lost or forgotten
records and accounts, such as lost bank statements and payment summaries sent to
previous addresses. This minimises omitted or incorrectly reported income and other
errors for individuals and has been received very positively by the community.

35.

Regardless of whether income is pre-filled or manually entered into a tax return it is still
the responsibility of the individual to make sure all their income details are included and

1

Relates to the 9.25m Individual taxpayers who lodged a return for the 2014-15 year. This excludes sole traders and those that
report business income or expenses.
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correct. Pre-filled information can be amended or deleted if the taxpayer has information
that is more current.
36.

The myDeductions tool in the ATO app allows taxpayers to save time and keep deduction
records all in one place, regardless of whether they lodge their own return or use a tax
practitioner. In 2016, over 55,000 individual clients uploaded their completed deductions
to the ATO or provided them to their tax agent to pre-fill their income tax return.

37.

We also continue to expand the range of self-help services available and in February
2016 we launched Alex the virtual assistant to answer general questions from clients on
the ATO website. To date, Alex has had over one million conversations with 79 per cent of
these resolved successfully.

38.

While we encourage people to deal with us online, we continue to improve face-to-face
and phone services. The ATO has been using voice authentication to verify taxpayers’
identity over the phone and access ATO online services. There are over 2.5 million
voiceprints enrolled that can be used to verify client identities on the phone, saving time
for both the taxpayer and the ATO.

39.

In October 2016 we launched web chat and screen-share when using myTax. Clients can
share their myTax screen during a phone conversation, so our staff can better understand
their enquiry and personalise their response.

40.

The ATO recognises that people need different levels of support depending on their
circumstances. We also recognise that some will not be able to use digital services, so
non-digital options will continue to be available to them. This includes access to help over
the phone, to our Tax Help volunteer program and through pop-up booths in shopping
centres around Australia that provide support to the local community during Tax Time.

41.

To help improve our products and services as well as the experience that individuals have
interacting with us, we consult with the community through a number of ways. This
includes Let’s Talk, participation in design or fix-it squad workshops and through our
stewardship group whose members represent or advise a broad cross-section of the
community and are individual taxpayers themselves.

42.

For the majority of taxpayers, their experience is a once-a-year lodgement of a tax return.
Most try to do the right thing and willingly comply. For taxpayers with straightforward
affairs, there is minimal interaction with us. However, we have a range of safeguards to
protect the integrity of the system and we scrutinise every tax return using our data
analytics and risk engines. Our ability to identify unusual or inaccurate claims is becoming
more sophisticated due to enhancements in technology and improvements in the volume
and quantity of data we receive. The ATO takes firm action against people who
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intentionally falsify information on their tax returns, including penalties or prosecution in
serious cases.
43.

The data we use is more accurate, timely and sourced from a wider range of institutions
including employers, banks, government agencies and other third parties. During 2015-16,
we matched information reported in tax returns with over 650 million transactions.
Expanding the range of data available to us will assist in delivering the best possible
experience of the tax and superannuation systems for our taxpayers, our staff and our
partners. For those who choose to prepare their own return, myTax will continue to evolve
to provide streamlined pre-filled tax returns to the greatest extent possible.

44.

As more comprehensive data on individuals’ income and deductions is captured in real
time, the option to develop a personalised tax withholding rate will be explored. Over time
and with some policy changes this could see the elimination of the need for some
individuals to lodge a tax return.

Small business
45.

There are 2.9 million clients in the core small business market (businesses with an income
of less than $2 million) and these account for more than 95 per cent of all businesses in
Australia. We work with small business directly and indirectly via their intermediaries to
help them succeed while also meeting their obligations.

46.

Small businesses key interactions with the tax system are when they lodge their annual
income tax return as well as their regular business activity statements. Around 95 per cent
of small businesses choose to use a tax practitioner to assist them to manage all or part of
their tax affairs. Research shows that small businesses primarily look to agents for tax
advice and help due to perceptions of complexity of the system.

47.

Sole traders are able to access their information and transact with us digitally in the same
way as individuals. However, small businesses who operate as partnerships, trusts or
companies still have some limitations to engaging with us directly online. For example
small businesses who wish to lodge their own income tax returns, instead of using a tax
practitioner, must lodge a paper return. They cannot lodge electronically. Small
businesses also cannot amend their income tax returns themselves online even if they
were originally lodged electronically by a tax practitioner. There are also some limitations
updating aspects of their account details such as preferences for how we communicate
with them, backdating their roles and registrations, changing accounting methods and
updating the frequency of activity statement reporting cycles.

48.

The ATO wants taxpayers to have the choice of either using a tax practitioner (such as a
tax agent or BAS agent) to manage their affairs or dealing with us directly for their
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individual, and business-related affairs. Our vision is to free up time for business by
making it easier for them regardless of what channel they use.
49.

For digital services, there is work to be done across government to ensure that identity,
authentication, access and services are more streamlined and integrated – just as they
are for individuals through myGov.

50.

We are contributing to the development of the government’s Trusted Digital Identity
Framework led by the Digital Transformation Agency. The Framework will establish a set
of principles and standards for the use of accredited government and third-party digital
identities to enable individuals and businesses to access services more readily. This will
give individuals and businesses more choice and control, and will mean they will not have
to prove their identity to government multiple times when accessing services.

51.

Many of our outbound interactions with business remain paper based and business
taxpayers do not yet have access to a secure digital mailbox. The ATO is improving how
we communicate with our clients with a key focus the transition from traditional paper to
digital correspondence. We are also committed to working across government to provide
business owners with access to a secure whole-of-government account with a digital
mailbox. Digital communications will be able to be delivered directly to the client’s digital
mailbox or via a third party representative.

52.

We know a key irritant for businesses interacting directly with the ATO is the use of
AUSKey 2. Over 90,000 myGov accounts are now linked to an Australian Business
Number (ABN) through Manage ABN Connections. This allows individuals in business (or
those authorised to act on behalf of a business) to access government online business
services using their myGov login rather than having to use an AUSkey.

53.

In partnership with software developers we introduced an authentication and authorisation
solution for cloud software users that is being expanded across other government
agencies reducing the reliance on AUSkey. All existing software providers and taxpayers
successfully transitioned to the new platform in 2016.

54.

One of the significant improvements for businesses who are employers is SuperStream,
which has streamlined the process of paying superannuation contributions for employees
allowing them to use a single channel to pay multiple funds. It is expected to deliver
savings to employers of approximately $350 million per annum. Single Touch Payroll will
further streamline and automate reporting obligations for employers through their regular
payroll events.

2

AUSkey is a secure login that identifies you when you use participating government online services on behalf of a business.
AUSkey allows you to access and send business information to government online. It simplifies the way you can interact with
government – from changing your ABN details, to lodging your business activity statement (BAS).
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55.

We provide a range of support and education products and tools both directly to small
businesses as well as through accountants, tax practitioners and other business support
services, to make it as easy as possible for small businesses to understand and meet
their obligations.

56.

In conjunction with the Department of Industry, Innovation and Science, we have
developed new-to-business essentials which are part of a broader education strategy to
engage and provide simple educational information and services to new businesses.

57.

As with individual taxpayers, myTax is now available for sole traders to lodge and amend
their returns from any device. We continue to expand the options available for small
business via the ATO app to assist them to manage their affairs anywhere and anytime.
Sole traders are now able to capture transactions ‘on the go’ using myDeductions,
including business income, expenses and vehicle trips. The aim of the tool is to help small
businesses to develop good record keeping habits. Small businesses can send these
records to their tax practitioner at the end of the year, or upload them directly to their
return in myTax.

58.

We have also developed the Cash Flow Management Education program. This program is
a new initiative for small businesses, focusing on helping businesses better understand
and manage their cash flow. It has been designed by the ATO and PwC Indigenous
Consulting, in consultation with tax practitioners, accountants, bookkeepers and small
businesses. It is designed primarily for accountants and other trusted advisors to deliver
directly to their small business clients in a one-to-one environment.

59.

Feedback from small business has been that the ATO has stepped up its engagement
and consultation and has good connections and regular conversations with all kinds of
small business, their intermediaries and representatives. The ATO has delivered a
number of new products and services to make things easier for small business and
feedback has been positive.

60.

We have stewardship groups for the small business market. These groups include
representatives from across the relevant market and focus on issues and topics that are
important to the administration of the tax and superannuation system for those taxpayers
or their representatives. They also help to design new products and services to assist
taxpayers.

61.

We are well connected across all levels of government to the small business market and
have used our Fix It Squad process to address issues facing small business that are
broader than just tax issues.
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Tax practitioners
62.

Tax practitioners play a critical role in the tax and superannuation systems, facilitating
willing participation, influencing taxpayer compliance and behaviour and completing the
necessary transactions for their clients to meet their obligations. We work with the tax
profession to help taxpayers effectively and efficiently navigate the tax system, and
recognise that taxpayers engage tax practitioners for a variety of tasks and interactions
throughout the year. This regular interaction between taxpayers and tax practitioners is
important in maintaining high levels of integrity in the tax system.

63.

Most Australians use a tax practitioner and the proportion lodging through tax practitioners
has remained steady for many years. Around 95 per cent of small businesses, 86 per cent
of SMSFs and 74 per cent of all individuals choose to use a tax practitioner. Research has
found that this is principally because taxpayers:


either do not have the time or ability to feel confident to do it themselves



would simply prefer to trust a tax practitioner to do it for them and give them the
peace of mind that their tax affairs are being looked after correctly



use a tax practitioner for a range of accounting, advice, audit and other services as
well as related taxation services.

64.

There are three main types of tax practitioners: tax agents, BAS agents and tax (financial)
advisers. The number of active tax and BAS agents has increased over time. In February
2017, there were around 24,600 active tax practitioners and 8,937 active BAS agents.

65.

There has been a trend for taxpayers to move to larger tax practices. The number of tax
practitioners with more than 1,000 clients has increased from 3,070 in July 2013 to 3,250
in February 2017, with the total number of clients they represent increasing from 7.3
million to almost 8.8 million.

66.

Small businesses may also use the services of bookkeepers and accountants for record
keeping, data entry and business management functions. Tax practitioners have a wider
scope in their role in many cases, providing other financial and business advice to their
taxpayers as well as their traditional tax services.

67.

99.5 per cent of individual tax returns lodged by tax practitioners are lodged electronically.
Self-preparers are lodging more electronically, with an increase of around 155,000 in the
number of self-prepared returns lodged through channels such as e-tax and myTax from
2013-14 to 2014-15, but the overall percentage of individuals’ income tax returns lodged
by tax practitioners remained around 74 per cent.
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68.

The introduction in the late 1980s of the Electronic Lodgment Service enabled tax agents
to lodge tax returns through software but much of the return preparation was still paperbased. Over time, practice management software has evolved to digitise much of the
return preparation process and the development of the Tax Agent Portal and ATO online
has complemented this to digitise more and more interactions with the ATO.

69.

The new Practitioner Lodgment Service (PLS) (introduced in 2016) will replace the twenty
year old Electronic Lodgment Service and provides a platform where all of a tax
practitioner’s digital interactions with the ATO can occur within their practice management
software. The PLS design provides a much more contemporary platform and allows for
much greater and additional functionality to be added over time and all in one place,
rather than what has been in place over the last decade with the combination of the Tax
Agent Portal, ATO online and practice management software.

70.

We will continue to work with tax practitioners to support the transition to digital services,
and the use of SBR enabled practice software to allow agents to connect with their clients
and the ATO. Agents will experience the benefits of using integrated practice software to
deliver improved services to their clients.

71.

Tax practitioners are heavily dependent on software developers to provide the software
they need to run their business. In recognition of the dependency, we work with software
developers to design and develop digital solutions and build systems that interact
seamlessly with our technology and systems. We have established our Software Industry
Partnership Office as a single point of contact for engagement and have also developed a
partnership framework in consultation with the industry.

72.

The ATO’s relationship with the tax profession has at times been undermined by systems
issues and system design that has not supported the client/agent relationship.

73.

Over the past year we have put extra effort into working with the tax profession, removing
irritants and building better online services to improve their experience. In developing new
online services, we undertake a high level of consultation with tax practitioners, to ensure
that the services and processes we are developing support them and do not unduly add
costs, but rather enhance their ability to service the needs of their clients.

74.

Individual taxpayers with a myGov account linked to the ATO receive some
communication such as notices of assessment, statements of account, confirmation and
reminder notices through their myGov Inbox. When a taxpayer with a myGov Inbox is the
client of a tax practitioner, the practitioner does not receive these notices but rather has
visibility of the notices by accessing the client correspondence list, a function provided
through the Tax Agent Portal.
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75.

The impact on tax practitioners when this feature was first introduced was significant and
led to major unintended impacts on the client/agent relationships. Over the past twelve
months, we worked closely with tax professionals to understand and resolve the issues
and improved the client correspondence list in the Tax Agent Portal (and introduced this
function to the BAS Agent portal) to ensure tax practitioners can access the
communications issued by the ATO to their clients. We have seen considerable growth in
the take-up and use of the list by agents. We also enhanced the electronic access to
communications we issue to clients, including letter, SMS messages, email and myGov
mail.

76.

Other key achievements we have delivered for agents include expansion of the Open
Forums program, improvements in authentication without AUSkey when using Standard
Business Reporting-enabled online (cloud) software, real time notifications of portal
outages, system enhancements and planned changes, further development of key agent
and agent of concern programs and partnering with 30 tax and BAS agents to co-design
and pilot new services to improve the experience for the profession.

77.

In addition to the services provided for the profession, tax practitioners have access to the
tools and services we provide for individual and small business taxpayers. For example,
taxpayers using the myDeductions tool are able to provide a copy of this file to their tax
practitioner saving time and effort when preparing tax returns. Third party data available
for self-preparers through myTax, such as bank account interest, salary and wages, and
health insurance information is also available for tax practitioners. As we move to an
increasingly online and digital environment, we will continue to work with the tax
profession to manage risks and the transition to new services.

ATO digital strategy
78.

The ATO has undertaken an extensive transformation program over the past few years to
improve the experience clients have when dealing with us. This transformation program
has led to the release of a range of new products and services designed to make it as
easy as possible for our clients to get things right, and hard not to. The ongoing challenge
is to keep pace with rapidly evolving technology and continually improve our digital service
offer to deliver the contemporary service that our clients expect.

79.

The ATO Digital Strategy, endorsed by the ATO Executive in December 2016, sets out
the principles we will adopt as we seek to create new ways individuals, small business
and tax professionals engage with us in the future as outlined above. Priorities under the
strategy include integrating services with natural systems; improving identity and security;
and, supporting clients and staff to transition to digital. A copy of the ATO Digital Strategy
is at Appendix 2.
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Behavioural insights
80.

Behavioural insights help us understand why, when and how people make decisions.
From a tax administration perspective, our philosophy in applying behavioural insights is
to make it as easy as possible for the community to make the right tax and
superannuation decisions in ways that minimise effort and cost.

81.

The ATO has been applying behavioural insights for a number of years to achieve a range
of outcomes, including to:

82.



encourage taxpayers to lodge and report, plus pay debts



encourage taxpayers to shift to digital interactions



encourage taxpayers to adopt new policies/obligations



encourage willing participation and deter non-compliance by taxpayers, and



improve staff engagement and internal operations.

In establishing and refining our approach we have looked to the experiences of likeminded tax agencies including from Canada, Singapore, the USA, New Zealand and the
United Kingdom. We are sharing our approach with numerous agencies and also
partnering with the Department of Prime Minister and Cabinet’s (PM&C) Behavioural
Economics Team, which has been tasked with growing behavioural insights capability
across the public service.

83.

Some of the key behavioural insights principles we regularly use include:


designing processes, systems and approaches that minimise effort to meet
obligations

84.



providing certainty about our procedures, timeframes and how to fulfil obligations



targeting our approach and personalising messages



providing transparency about what we know and what we are doing



informing people of how their behaviour compares to the general population.

For example, we use various behavioural insight approaches to help people repay debts.
One example is our ‘Purposeful First Action’ model, where taxpayers receive more flexible
or firmer responses based on analytics of their previous behaviours.

85.

In 2015-16, we issued 540,000 text message reminders to clients to pay on time. The use
of reminders increased payments on time and led to payment plans being set up earlier
than usual. Through this activity, $949 million was raised, and this strategy of gentle
reminders to habitual late payers is now part of our business-as-usual approach.
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86.

We also use behavioural insights to encourage people to transact with us digitally, often
resulting in faster processing, more accurate data and a better client experience. During
tax time in 2015, we used personalised and targeted messaging to influence the shift from
e-tax to myTax and paper lodgments to online lodgments. As part of this activity we sent
personalised messages to 2.5 million self-preparers. This resulted in 15 per cent more etax lodgers moving to myTax, a seven per cent increase in paper lodgers moving online
and a 10 per cent increase in previous online lodgers using online again, compared to
those that didn’t receive a message.

87.

In 2016 we began to use pre-emptive prompts that leverage the concept of transparency.
For example, pop-up messages in myTax let taxpayers know if their work-related expense
claims appear out-of-step with their peers, enabling them to review their deductions before
lodgment of their tax return.

88.

We will continue to grow organisational capability and encourage the adoption of
behavioural insight thinking across our business. Internally, we are progressively
documenting our behavioural insights activities to help share knowledge, improve our
approaches and ultimately further encourage willing participation in the tax and
superannuation systems.

89.

Our advice is also regularly sought to help establish similar frameworks in other
organisations. As a result, in 2017 we are working to showcase our approach and
activities across government. We also continue to share our learnings with individual
agencies.

Cash and Hidden Economy
90.

The cash and hidden economy exists when businesses deliberately hide or under report
income to avoid paying tax and subsequently honest businesses face unfair competition.
This includes paying cash wages without keeping records, not declaring cash sales, not
recording online sales and other activities to avoid paying their fair share of tax. These
behaviours are symptomatic of poor taxpayer engagement.

91.

Drivers of this risk are considered to be those circumstances and motivations which
provide the opportunity (access to cash), motivation (financial distress, deliberate
manipulation to enable access other benefits in the welfare system, greed) and
rationalisation (perception that “others are not doing the right thing, why should I”) to
engage in the cash and hidden economies. These can manifest themselves into
behaviour ranging from under-reporting caused by financial distress through to deliberate
criminal-type activity.
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92.

The Australian Bureau of Statistics estimates the non-observed economy (a proxy cash
and hidden economy) to be approximately 1.5 per cent of Gross Domestic Product. In
comparative terms, a 2010 World Bank study found Australia had the 11th smallest
‘shadow economy’ of 120 countries.

93.

In its review of the ATO’s strategies to address the cash and hidden economy, tabled in
April 2016, the Australian National Audit Office (ANAO) noted that the cash economy is a
major tax integrity threat for the ATO, with a high risk rating. The ANAO concluded that
the ATO’s approach is consistent with international best practice, sound and increasingly
cost effective.

94.

In 2015-2016 the ATO contacted over 127,000 businesses exposed to the cash and
hidden economy. Approximately 13,500 compliance activities were conducted, resulting in
more than $208 million in tax and penalties raised from businesses engaged in unfair
competition. In the first six months of 2016-2017, the ATO has undertaken over 17,000
activities and raised more than $107 million in tax and penalties.

95.

Ongoing improvements in our data and analytics capabilities are required to manage the
cash and hidden economy risk, and keep pace with the rapid environmental changes.
Sourcing new data sets from new non-cash payment platforms, along with new and
emerging businesses models from the sharing economy are such examples.

96.

We also undertake a number of help and education and communication activities to assist
and inform the community. This includes the provision of phone and face-to-face
education on the ATO online tools, as well as undertaking various presentations to small
businesses and tax practitioners on recordkeeping obligations and other obligations and
services. Our communications strategies are designed to inform and change community
perceptions and behaviour in relation to the cash and hidden economy and utilises multimedia approaches including social media.

97.

The ATO has strategies targeting high-risk industries for cash and hidden economy
behaviours. The current industries targeted are cafés and restaurants, hair and beauty,
building and construction and online sellers. Strategies range from support, help and
education through to enforcement and prosecution actions. These strategies are
developed and delivered in collaboration with key intermediaries such as relevant industry
associations.

98.

The ATO undertakes specific location-based approaches that involve visiting all the
restaurants and cafes in one area to see what assistance they need. From 2014 onwards,
these have occurred in Haymarket (Sydney), Adelaide, Box Hill (Melbourne) and the Gold
Coast (hair and beauty salons were also visited). Additionally, we also undertake regional
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strategies identified through high risk clusters. These have occurred in Busselton and
Bunbury (Western Australia), Hobart and Darwin.
99.

The ATO has also developed benchmarks for approximately one million small businesses
to compare their business performance against similar businesses in the same industry.
The benchmarks are incorporated into the ATO App and this allows business to quickly
calculate how their business compares with their competitors. The development of such
products is aimed at a ‘self-service’ approach for taxpayers.

100. Last year the Government announced the Black Economy Taskforce to be run out of the
Treasury Department. The ATO is contributing to the Task Force and it is expected that
an interim report will be provided to Government in March 2017 with the final report being
presented in October 2017.

Informing a longer-term policy agenda
101. Our connection with taxpayers and tax practitioners provides us with insights into the
overall health of the tax and superannuation systems. Through these relationships, we
build an understanding of the issues and complexities affecting the integrity and
perceptions of fairness in the system. As a trusted and respected administrator, we are
able to influence policy and law design to deliver better outcomes.
102. Maintaining a strong relationship with Treasury and other government agencies is a
priority, as this assists us to keep Government informed of issues relating to the
administration of the tax and superannuation systems. Through our relationship with
Treasury, we also advocate for policy and law change that can better support more
contemporary ways for taxpayers to engage with the tax and superannuation systems.
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Digital services will be integrated into the
systems and practices used by the community
in their everyday lives and businesses.
This strategy will be delivered and maintained
in line with the ATO’s strategic direction, the
Reinventing the ATO Program Blueprint and
the government‘s Digital Transformation Agenda.
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